HGSA-History Graduate Student Association

Membership is open to all History Graduate Students
We meet at regular intervals through the school year.

HGSA is an organization through which graduate students can become informed of and address issues and problems related to their education at WSU.

In addition

HGSA provides a vehicle through which graduate students can formally respond to the History Department faculty and other University bodies on issues of concern.

The organization has representatives on University and Department committees and, perhaps most important, HGSA representatives attend Faculty and Graduate Studies meetings and keep the organization’s membership informed about developing issues that impact graduate students.

In a nutshell- HGSA is an advocacy organization dedicated to the interests and needs of History Graduate students.

In order for the organization to have a strong University and Department voice its needs the active participation of graduate students and you are urged to get involved.

Fliers will be posted throughout the History Department with the agenda, time and place of upcoming meetings. HGSA minutes will be posted on the Bulletin Board located outside the Department office.